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INTERPRETATIONS BETWEEN -LOGIC AND SECOND-ORDER
ARITHMETIC
RICHARD KAYE
Abstract. This paper addresses the structures (M,) and (, SSy(M )), where M is a nonstandard
model of PA and  is the standard cut. It is known that (, SSy(M )) is interpretable in (M,). Our main
technical result is that there is an reverse interpretation of (M,) in (, SSy(M )) which is ‘local’ in the
sense of Visser [11]. We also relate the model theory of (M,) to the study of transplendent models of
PA [2].
This yields a number of model theoretic results concerning the -models (M,) and their standard
systems SSy(M,), including the following.
• (M,) ≺ (K, ) if and only ifM ≺ K and (, SSy(M )) ≺ (, SSy(K)).
• (, SSy(M )) ≺ (,P()) if and only if (M,) ≺ (M∗, ) for some -saturatedM∗.
• M ≺e K implies SSy(M,) = SSy(K, ) , but coﬁnal extensions do not necessarily preserve
standard system in this sense.
• SSy(M,) = SSy(M ) if and only if (, SSy(M )) satisﬁes the full comprehension scheme.
• If SSy(M,) is uniformly deﬁned by a single formula (analogous to a  function), then
(, SSy(M,)) satisﬁes the full comprehension scheme; and there aremodelsM forwhichSSy(M,)
is not uniformly deﬁned in this sense.
§1. Introduction. It is very natural, when considering nonstandard modelsM 
PA of Peano Arithmetic expressed in the ﬁrst order language with +, ·, <, 0, and1,
to expand the model to (M,) by adding a unary predicate N to be interpreted by
the standard cut . For example, the expansion ofM to (M,) is useful when one
might want to consider theories of truth overM for standard formulas. A predicate
for standardness is clearly required in such situations.
The languageL cutA is the usual language of arithmetic LA with the predicate N
added. We shall denote formulas ofLA in the usual way as (x¯), etc., and formulas
of L cutA will be denoted as if  (the standard interpretation for N) is included as a
parameter, i.e., as (x¯, ) etc. The inclusion of the ‘second-order parameter’  is
not strictly necessary, but serves as a useful reminder as to whether a formula does
or does not involve this extra predicate. An introductory paper by Roman Kossak,
Tin Lok Wong, and the present author [7] sets out the background to the study of
models (M,). This paper continues with the theme, in particular by comparing
(M,) with the -model of second order arithmetic (,SSy(M )). Our notation
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and terminology is standard, as in books by Kaye [4] and Kossak and Schmerl [5],
and apart from this required background the current paper is as far as possible
self-contained.
In particular, we shall assume the arithmetization of syntax in PA, and, when
talking about formulas and truth, it is convenient to identify a formulawith itsGo¨del
number, and take a relaxed view on variables. (Provably in PA or indeed in much
weaker systems, such details can always be handled by deﬁnable primitive recursive
functions.) The Σn/Πn hierarchy is the usual hierarchy of ﬁrst-order formulas of PA.
We note that by the formulas SatΣn deﬁning truth for Σn formulas any nonstandard
model of PA is Σn-recursively saturated, i.e., a recursive set of Σn formulas that is
ﬁnitely satisﬁed inM is realized inM .
We will also look at second-order arithmetic here. An -model of second order
arithmetic is a structure (,X , 0, 1,+, ·, <,∈),where = {0, 1, . . .}, the operations
on  are the usual ones andX ⊆ P(). By a common abuse of notation, this is
abbreviated (,X ) or even as justX . The language of second-order arithmetic is
denoted byLII and much of this paper compares the languageL cutA of (M,) with
LII. Where we need second order variables and parameters we indicate them with a
superscript. For example, Σ0n is essentially the same as Σn except that second order
set parameters may occur.
One interesting feature of the theory of (M,) is the close connections with
transplendency [2]. To summarize the connections, we repeat some basic deﬁnitions
and observations here.
Definition 1.1. The standard system, SSy(M ), of a modelM is the set of reals
A ⊆ , such that there is a ∈M and a formula (x, y) ofLA in two free variables,
such that
A = {n ∈  :M  (n, a)}.
The set Rep(M ) is the same as SSy(M ) except that the formula (x) of LA is not
allowed to contain a parameter a.
Definition 1.2. The standard system, SSy(M,), of a model (M,) is the set of
reals A ⊆  such that there is a ∈ M and a formula (x, y,) ofL cutA in two free
variables possibly involving  (or N) as a predicate, such that
A = {n ∈  : (M,)  (n, a,)}.
The setRep(M,) is the same except that (x) ofL cutA may not contain a parameter.
When M  PA is nonstandard, the systems SSy(M ) and SSy(M,) are Scott
sets, i.e., (,SSy(M )) and (,SSy(M,)) both satisfy the second-order system
WKL0 of Friedman. (See e.g., Kaye [4] and Simpson [9] for details.)
Definition 1.3. LetM  PA be nonstandard. We sayM is full if SSy(M,) =
SSy(M ) and fully saturated if it is full and recursively saturated.
Definition 1.4. Let M  PA be nonstandard. We say M is semi-full if there
is some formula (x, y,) of L cutA , such that each A ∈ SSy(M,) is deﬁned by
{x ∈  : (M,)  (x, a,)} for some a¯ ∈M .
We will see below that not every nonstandard model of PA is semi-full.
Engstro¨m and Kaye [2] introduced a notion, called transplendency, which is
a variation on the idea of resplendency of Barwise, Schlipf, and Ressayre [1, 6]
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concerning expansions of ‘rich’ models. In broad terms, a modelM is resplendent
if it has expansions (M, . . .)  T to any theory T consistent with it. (An expansion
of M , in contrast to an extension, adds structure to the modelM without adding
additional elements to the domain, whereas an extension adds elements to the
domain but preserves the signature.) A transplendent model is similar except that
the theory satisﬁed in the expansion (M, . . .) is of the form T +p↑ stating some ﬁrst
order axioms T hold and a type p is omitted. The notion of when such as theory
is consistent has to be modiﬁed too. The following deﬁnition is intended to capture
the idea that asking for the type p to be omitted does not have any consequences
on which types in the original language ofM are or are not omitted in elementary
extensions ofM .
Definition 1.5 (Engstro¨m and Kaye). A countable modelM is transplendent if
whenever a¯ ∈ M is a tuple of ﬁnitely many parameters fromM , L ′ is a recursive
ﬁrst-order language recursively extending the languageLa¯ of (M, a¯),T is a recursive
set of ﬁrst order sentences of languageL ′ and p is a set of formulas φ(x¯) ofL ′ in
ﬁnitely many variables x¯, then provided Th(M, a¯) has an -saturated model with
an expansion satisfying Th(M, a¯)+T +p↑ there is an expansion (M, . . .)  T +p↑
of the original model.
Obviously, transplendentmodels are resplendent and hence recursively saturated.
Countable transplendent models exist but no ‘nice’ closure condition on SSy(M )
is known to be equivalent to transplendency for countable recursively saturated
models, though a somewhat technical closure condition was given by Engstro¨m
and Kaye. Without giving the exact details, we will say that a Scott set X is
transplendent closed if it is closed under this condition. Then a countable recursively
saturated model of PA with standard systemX is transplendent if and only ifX is
transplendent closed.
For transplendent models of arithmetic, M  PA, the key examples of T + p↑
are in the case when the new language contains a predicate N for a cut and p is the
set of formulas {N(x)} ∪ {x = k : k ∈ } so that p↑ expresses the statement that
N is the standard cut . Additional properties of  can then be expressed in a ﬁrst
order way in T . Thus, the study of transplendent models of PA and expansions of
models adding a predicate for the standard cut are intimately linked.
Two easy observations [7] on these lines are given next.
Proposition 1.6. SupposeM is a countable transplendent model of PA. Then,M
is full.
Corollary 1.7. Let X be a countable Scott set which is transplendent closed.
Then there is a countableM  PA with SSy(M,) = SSy(M ) =X .
The immediate questions these results suggest is whether converses exist: is a
countable fully saturated model M necessarily transplendent? and what closure
conditions can be proved for SSy(M,) whenM  PA is nonstandard, especially
without any additional conditions such as fullness? These are the questions that will
be addressed in this paper.
Our main technique is to relate these questions to -models of second order
arithmetic (,X ), where X is a Scott set, in particular X = SSy(M ) or X =
SSy(M,). The comprehension axiom scheme in LII is particularly relevant.
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Definition 1.8. The theory CA0 is the second order theory consisting of base
axioms RCA0 together with the full second order comprehension axiom scheme,
∀A¯, a¯ ∃X (∀n (n ∈ X ↔ (n, A¯, a¯))),
for all formulas  of second order arithmetic.
It has been observed (in joint work with Wong and Kossak) that fullness implies
that (,SSy(M )) is a model of CA0. This result will be discussed and extended
further below.
§2. Transplendency and the theory of (M,). We start with the observation that,
although for a given complete extension T of PA there is no unique theory of a pair
(M,), whereM is a nonstandard model of T , there is at least a canonical choice
for such a theory, whereM is ‘as rich as possible’.
From the point of view of countable models of PA (and a great deal more besides)
these are very ‘large’ models. Indeed, any model of PA elementarily embeds in an
-saturated model, and if we measure ‘the amount of saturation’ in terms of the
size of the standard system SSy(M ), the Scott setP() is of course the largest set
of reals one can have.
Moreover, any two-saturatedmodels of the same complete theory T extending
PA are back-and-forth equivalent (i.e., L1 equivalent) and such an equivalence
necessarily preserves the standard cut . Thus, ifM∗1 ,M
∗
2 are -saturated models
of the same complete theoryT , then (M∗1 , ) ≡ (M∗2 , ). So T induces a canonical
L cutA theoryT
 = Th(M∗, ), whereM∗  T is-saturated. This is our canonical
inducedL cutA -theory extending T .
The argument applies equally well to theories of PA with parameters, and if
a¯ ∈ M  T we use tpM (a¯) or tp(a¯) to denote the complete type of a¯ in M . This
is such a complete extension of PA with parameters, so induces a canonical set of
formulas tpM (a¯) which is the complete type of a¯
′ ∈M∗ in the pair (M∗, ), where
M∗  T is -saturated and a¯′ ∈ M∗ realizes tpM (a¯). Once again we observe that
this choice of tpM (a¯) is independent of the choice ofM
∗ and a¯′. In general we use
a superscript  to denote the induced theory or type in an -saturated elementary
extension.
Of course there is no particular reason to expect a tuple a¯ ∈ M  PA to realize
tpM (a¯) in (M,) itself.
Definition 2.1. Given M  PA, we say that M is -elementary if whenever
a¯ ∈M then a¯ realizes tpM (a¯) in (M,).
It follows that -elementary models are necessarily nonstandard.
Proposition 2.2. Suppose thatM  PA. ThenM is -elementary if and only if
for some -saturatedM∗, (M,) ≺ (M∗, ).
Proof. IfM∗ M is-saturated then each a¯ ∈M realizes tpM (a¯) inM . Hence,
(M,) ≺ (M∗, ) is precisely the condition that each a¯ ∈M realizes tpM (a¯). 
It is now obvious from the downward Lo¨wenheim–Skolem Theorem that
countable -elementary models M exist. The link with transplendency is the
following.
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Proposition 2.3. IfM  PA is transplendent, thenM is -elementary.
Proof. For each a¯ and each (a¯, ) ∈ tpM (a¯), consider the statements ofL cutA
stating that: N is a proper cut; (a¯,N); and {x ∈ N} ∪ {x = k : k ∈ } is omitted.
In an -saturatedM∗  M this, together with (a¯, ) is true in (M∗, a¯, ) so by
transplendency ofM , (M,)  (a¯, ). 
It is easy to see that being -elementary already very strong consequences for the
standard system.
Proposition 2.4. SupposeM  PA is -elementary. ThenM is full.
Proof. Let A ∈ SSy(M,) be deﬁned by a formula (x, a¯, ). Then the same
formula deﬁnes A in (M∗, ), whereM∗ is an -saturated elementary extension of
M . Since A ∈P() = SSy(M∗), we have
(M∗, )  ∃b ∀n ∈  ((n, a¯, )↔ (b)n = 0)
and this is also true inM , by elementarity. 
Proposition 2.6 below will show that another known consequence of transplen-
dency that in fact follows from -elementarity.
Definition 2.5. A Scott set X is a -model if (,X ) ≺Σ11 (,P()). It is a
-model if (,X ) ≺ (,P()).
Proposition 2.6. Suppose M  PA is nonstandard and (M,) ≺ (M∗, ) for
some -saturated modelM∗  PA. Then SSy(M ) is a -model.
Proof. If A ∈ SSy(M ) is coded by some a ∈ M then each statement (A)
of second order arithmetic can be translated as a statement ˆ(a) in L cutA . (See
Section 3 for details and variations on translations like this.) But then since
SSy(M∗) = P() we have that (,P())  (A) holds if and only if
(M∗, )  ˆ(a) which by assumption holds just in case (M,)  ˆ(a) i.e., just
in case (M,SSy(M ))  (A). 
§3. Between (M,) and second order arithmetic. This section introduces themain
technical devices we will use in this paper.
It is well known that (M,) interprets the -model (,SSy(M )) of second
order arithmetic. Indeed the ‘strength’ of the Scott set SSy(M ) is often charac-
terized in terms of second order axioms true in (,SSy(M )). Thus (for example)
(,SSy(M ))  WKL0 says that SSy(M ) is a Scott set and (,SSy(M ))  ACA0
says that SSy(M ) is closed under jump.
To be more precise, we can set up a translation of formulas of second order
arithmetic to L cutA . In the following, we shall use n,m, k, . . . as number variables
(ranging over ) A,B,C, . . . as set variables (over subsets of ) and a, b, c, . . .
as variables over elements of a models M of PA. We will have some ﬁxed corre-
spondence between variables A,B,C, . . . and a, b, c, . . ., indicated here by using the
upper/lower case of the same letter, with or without subscripts.
Definition 3.1. The translation  : LII → L cutA is deﬁned by
(a) (n¯) is (n¯) for (n¯) a Δ0 formulas with no set parameters.
(b) (n ∈ A) is (a)n = 0, using the usual notion of coding in PA, where the
variable a ofL cutA corresponds to A.
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(c) (∀m ∈  φ(n¯, m, A¯)) is ∀m ∈  (φ(n¯, m, a¯)) .
(d) (∀B ⊆  φ(n¯, A¯, B)) is ∀b φ(n¯, a¯, b), where b corresponds to B.
(e) For all other formulas,  commutes with ∧,∨,¬: (φ ∧ ) is (φ ∧ );
(φ ∨) is (φ ∨ ); and (¬φ) is ¬φ .
For a given set variableA ⊆  andM  PAa suitable variablea ∈M corresponding
to A is any element ofM coding A (if such exists).
The following is by an easy induction on formulas.
Proposition 3.2. For a nonstandard M  PA and  from LII, if n¯ ∈ , and
A¯ ∈ SSy(M ), and ai ∈M codes the set Ai ⊆  for each i , then
(M,)   (n¯, a¯) ⇔ (,SSy(M ))  (n¯, A¯).
In general, it seems that there can be no similar translation of (,SSy(M,))
into (M,). The problem is that a quantiﬁcation over SSy(M,) must describe all
formulas deﬁning sets A ∈ SSy(M,) and it is not clear how this might be done. In
one speciﬁc case, however, such a result is possible.
Proposition 3.3. For each nonstandard semi-full M  PA, (,SSy(M,)) 
CA0.
Proof. Using the assumption that M is semi-full, let α(x, y¯, ) be an L cutA
formula such that each A ∈ SSy(M,) is {x ∈  : (M,)  α(x, a¯, )} for some
a¯ ∈ M . Given A¯ ∈ SSy(M,) choose a¯i ∈ M so that formulas α(x, a¯i , ) deﬁnes
Ai . We use this and a variation of the translation  above to translate a formula
(x, A¯) of the language of second order arithmetic toL cutA .
As for , we may replace each statement ‘u ∈ Ai ’ with α(x, a¯i , ). We translate
number quantiﬁers ∀n . . . to quantiﬁers ∀n ∈  . . . relativized to , and translate
set quantiﬁers such as
∀V (. . . u ∈ V . . . w ∈ V . . .)
to
∀v¯ (. . . α(u, v¯, ) . . . α(w, v¯, ) . . .).
The point is that since M is semi-full, this allows us to quantify over all possible
sets in SSy(M,) in a uniform way.
This gives a translated formula (x, a¯, ) such that for all x ∈ 
(M,)  (x, a¯, ) ⇔ (,SSy(M,))  (x, A¯).
It follows that there is a set B = {x ∈  : (M,)  (x, a¯, )} in SSy(M,), and
hence CA0 holds. 
We now look at the reverse direction, of describing (M,) in (,SSy(M )). At
ﬁrst sight this might appear impossible: (M,) may say rather more about the
standard cut and its induced structure than is available in (,SSy(M )), i.e., it may
be that there is other structure on  that can be interpreted in (M,) other than
that given by SSy(M ). We shall prove this is not the case. The main diﬃculty is that
the translation of statements about (M,) into statements about (,SSy(M )) is
not uniform, but is ‘local’ in the sense of Visser [11]—that is a family of translations
must be given for each possible quantiﬁer complexity.
(From a historical point-of-view, it is perhaps worth noting that Kanovei [3]
proves a related result on these lines, that (,SSy(M )) is equivalent to the structure
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on  induced from (M,) for certain modelsM  Th(N) only. His proof is rather
long and uses a tricky forcing construction, but he requires a conclusion that avoids
the use of the parameters we have here, so his result is somewhat diﬀerent.)
Although the translation we present below is essentially a syntactic aﬀair, it is
helpful to have some M  PA (not necessarily countable) in mind. We will take
for our translation a sequence of normal ﬁrst order variables x1, x2, . . . of the ﬁrst
order language L cutA . The variables that we take as parameters are written a¯ and
these correspond in a slightly diﬀerent way to second order parameters: any tuple a¯
of variables denoting arbitrary elements ofM (called, below, nonstandard variables,
though they may represent standard or nonstandard values) will correspond to a
sequence of set variables Aa¯k with k ∈  varying. The value for a particular Aa¯k
that we take will be the set Σk– tp(a¯) of the Go¨del numbers of all Σk formulas
true of a¯ in M , for the usual language LA. Here the type is, as usual a set of
formulas in the free variables x1, . . . , xl , where l is the length of the tuple a¯. Since
M  PA is nonstandard this set Aa¯k is always coded. The theory of the model M
can be regarded as the type of an empty tuple of variables, and this is coded as
the sequence A∅k = Σk–Th(M ). At least one of these sets is always needed as a
parameter so our translation does not take sentences to sentences.
The language L cutA will be assumed to be built from LA with the usual propo-
sitional connectives ∧,∨,¬ and quantiﬁers ∀n ∈  . . . and ∀a . . .. The predicate
x ∈  is not needed as it can be written ¬∀n ∈  ¬(x = n).
Definition 3.4. For k ∈ , we deﬁne a family of partial translations k from
L cutA to LII. For a given formula (n¯, a¯, ), 
k(n¯, A¯) will be deﬁned for all
suﬃciently large k ∈ . The translation is given as follows.
(a) (n¯)k is(clterm(n¯)) for(n¯) a Δ0 formula with no nonstandard variables,
where
clterm(n) = (· · · (0 +
n
︷ ︸︸ ︷
1) + · · · 1)
is a canonicalLA term forn and is calculated by a standard primitive recursive
function represented in the language.
(b) If (n¯, a¯) has nonstandard variables a¯ = a1, . . . , an but does not involve ,
we use the variables Aa¯k . We let ((n¯, a¯))
k be the formula
(clterm(n¯), x1, . . . , xn) ∈ Aa¯k
and this is only deﬁned when k is suﬃciently large that  is Σk .
(c) If the formula starts with an -bounded quantiﬁer, i.e., ∀m ∈  (n¯, m, a¯)
then its translation (∀m ∈  (n¯, m, a¯))k is ∀m ∈  k for k suﬃciently
large that this is deﬁned. Note that this formula will contain free set variables
Ab¯k for certain tuples b¯ taken from a¯.
(d) If the formula φ(n¯, a¯) starts with an unbounded quantiﬁer, i.e., ∀b (n¯, a¯, b)
then its translation φk is
∀Aa¯,bk (Aa¯,bk extends Aa¯k → ((n¯, a¯, b))k)
where this is deﬁned. Here, ‘Aa¯,bk extends A
a¯
k ’ means thatA
a¯,b
k is a set of Go¨del
numbers of Σk formulas in free variables x1, x2, . . . , xl , xl+1 (where l is the
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length of a¯), Aa¯,bk is a superset of A
a¯
k (which is a set of Σk formulas in free
variables x1, x2, . . . , xl ) and
{(x1, x2, . . . , xl , xl+1) :  ∈ Aa¯,bk is Σk}
∪ {¬	(x1, x2, . . . , xl , xl+1) : 	 ∈ Aa¯,bk is Σk}
∪ Πk+1–Th(M )
is consistent. Consistency means in the sense of the usual Π01 Go¨del formula
ofLII expressing this. Given Aa¯,bk as above, for any other tuple c¯ from a¯, b, a
similar set that is complete for Σk andΠk formulas can be obtained fromA
a¯,b
k
by renaming or substitution of variables using primitive recursive functions
deﬁnable in LII in the usual way and where necessary we will assume this is
done and described in the languageLII as part of the translated formula.
(e) For all other formulas, k commutes with ∧,∨,¬ whenever possible, i.e., if k
is large enough that the following are deﬁned,we have: (φ∧)k is (φk∧k);
(φ ∨)k is (φk ∨ k); and (¬φ)k is ¬φk .
Remark 3.5. The deﬁnition above is made complicated by the requirement to
use Σk types for suitable ﬁxed k. If one were to use complete types (unbounded in
complexity) instead, it might seem that the deﬁnition can be simpliﬁed, and this
seems possible in the case when the modelM is recursively saturated so that Th(M )
and each tp(a¯) is coded in M . However, one still needs to identify (by a formula
ofLII) when it is the case that a number a codes a set that is a complete consistent
theory: this will be problematic in the case whenM  ¬Con(PA).
Proposition 3.6. Let M  PA be nonstandard, n¯ ∈  and a¯ ∈ M . Suppose
(n¯, a¯, ) is a L cutA formula with the free variables shown. Then for some k0 ∈ 
(n¯, a¯, )k is defined for all k  k0, and whenever (n¯, a¯, )k is defined and
Aa¯k = {(x1, . . . , xl ) :  ∈ Σk andM  (a1, . . . , al )}
then
(M,)  (n¯, a¯, ) ⇔ (,SSy(M ))  k(Aa¯k).
Proof. Observe that asM  PA is nonstandard, the set Aa¯k is indeed coded inM
for all k.
The proof is by induction on formulas. The induction step is easy in all cases.
Note that for the induction step for (d) (the unbounded quantiﬁer) since second
order logic number quantiﬁers quantify over true , a set of formulas
{(x1, x2, . . . , xl , xl+1) :  ∈ Aa¯,bk is Σk}
∪ {¬	(x1, x2, . . . , xl , xl+1) : 	 ∈ Aa¯,bk is Σk}
∪ Πk+1–Th(M )
is consistent in the sense of the Go¨del Π01 formula of LII if and only if it is ﬁnitely
satisﬁed inM , i.e., it really is consistent. Also, by the induction axioms of PA and
the SatΣk () predicates any such coded ﬁnitely satisﬁed set of formulas of bounded
complexity (regarded as a type over M ) is realized in M . Conversely, by the
induction axioms and the SatΣk () of PA again, any Σk-type of a tuple a¯ ∈ M is
coded inM . 
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Proposition 3.7. AnonstandardM  PA is full if and only if (,SSy(M ))  CA0.
Proof. For one direction, ifM is full then we have SSy(M ) = SSy(M,). Also
(,SSy(M,))  CA0 by Proposition 3.3, so (,SSy(M ))  CA0.
Now suppose (,SSy(M ))  CA0. Suppose the formula (x, a¯, ) of L cutA
deﬁnes some B ∈ SSy(M,) where the parameters a¯ are fromM . Then for some
k ∈  the translation k(x,A) is valid, where A = Σk– tp(a¯). By the assumption
(,SSy(M ))  CA0 there is B ∈ SSy(M ) such that
B = {x ∈  : (,SSy(M ))  k(x,A)} = {x ∈  : (M,)  (x, a¯, )},
as required. 
Corollary 3.8. Suppose a countable Scott setX satisfies (,X )  CA0. Then
X is SSy(M,) for some nonstandard fullM  PA.
Proof. Let (,X )  CA0 be nonstandard andM  PA with SSy(M ) =X . By
Proposition 3.7,M is full, hence SSy(M,) =X . 
There are many possible choices forM in the last corollary. For example, we may
takeM to be recursively saturated (in which caseM is fully saturated) or we could
takeM to be prime (in which caseX = Rep(M ) = Rep(M,)).
Corollary 3.9. There are fully saturated models M  PA for which SSy(M ) is
not a -model.
Proof. By a standard result (see Simpson [9]) there are -models of CA0 that
are not -models. 
The interpretations just given give a further characterization of -elementary
models, and shed light on the property of elementarity (N,) ≺ (M,) between
-models. Note that no saturation assumptions are required on the models in the
following proofs.
Theorem 3.10. For nonstandard modelsM ⊆ K of PA we have (M,) ≺ (K,)
if and only ifM ≺ K and (,SSy(M )) ≺ (,SSy(K)).
Proof. Left-to-right is by the interpretation  . Given (M,) ≺ (K,),M ≺ K
is obvious and for A¯ ∈ SSy(M ) let a¯ code the sets in A¯ so (,SSy(M ))  Θ(A¯) iﬀ
(M,)  Θ(a¯) iﬀ (K,)  Θ(a¯) iﬀ (,SSy(K))  Θ(A¯).
For right-to-left supposeM ≺ K and (,SSy(M )) ≺ (,SSy(K)) and a¯ ∈ M
and (a¯, ) is a formula of L cutA . We prove by induction on the complexity of 
that (M,)  (a¯, ) if and only if (K,)  (a¯, ). The base case is when  does
not involve  and is covered by the assumptionM ≺ K . We look at the only tricky
case, that of a formula with a universal quantiﬁer ∀x (x, a¯, ) being preserved
upwards.
Let k be suﬃciently large that the interpretation k is correct, and let Aa¯k ∈
SSy(M ) code the Σk-type of a¯. Note that Aa¯k ∈ SSy(K) as M ≺ K . Then if
(M,)  ∀x (x, a¯, )
(,SSy(M ))  ∀Aa¯,bk (Aa¯,bk extends Aa¯k → ((n¯, a¯, b))k)
so the sake is true in (,SSy(K)), so (K,)  ∀x (x, a¯, ) which suﬃces. 
Corollary 3.11. A nonstandard model M  PA is -elementary if and only if
SSy(M ) is a -model.
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Proof. Let M ′  M be -saturated. Then (M,) ≺ (M ′, ) holds if and
only if (,SSy(M )) ≺ (,SSy(M ′)) = (,P()) i.e., if and only if SSy(M ) is a
-model. 
End-extensions of nonstandard models are well known to preserve the standard
system. This together with Theorem 3.10 tells us that elementary end-extensions
preserve formulas inL cutA , a result previously shown by Smith [10].
We conclude this section by comparing the results above with an argument due
to Schmerl. Schmerl’s reﬂection principle [8, Theorem 2.1] applies to structures of
the form1 A = (M, . . . , N), where N is a proper initial segment satisfying the full
induction scheme IA(L ),
∀a¯ ((0, a¯) ∧ ∀x ∈ N ((x, a¯)→ (x + 1, a¯))→ ∀x ∈ N (x, a¯)),
for  in the expanded language (which should be countable and relational) andM
satisﬁes some weak axioms FS of arithmetic. (PA certainly suﬃces; we refer the
reader to Schmerl’s paper for the details which are rather more general than stated
here.) Thus (M, . . . , ) is one possibility; so would be an elementary extension
of (M, . . . , ). Under these circumstances Schmerl constructs B = (B, . . . , N)
which is locally interpreted in A, with the arithmetical part N the same as the
arithmetical part N of A and for which the rest of the domain B is contained in
a separate disjoint copy of N . This is done in such a way that the theory of the
original A is locally interpreted in B. B is constructed by a careful amalgamation
argument, with two kinds of induction: an external induction corresponding to the
description of the language of A in stages; and an internal induction over N and
N -ﬁnite substructures. Thus the construction yields B which has exactly the same
information as (N,X ) where X = SSyN (M, . . .) and the notation SSyN (M, . . .)
refers to the system of coded subsets of N , i.e., sets that are the intersection of N
with sets that are deﬁnable in (M, . . .).
Thus (with the obvious reading of the ellipsis and notations SSy(M, . . .) for
‘standard system in expanded languages’) we obtain,
Theorem 3.12. Let M  PA be nonstandard and A = (M, . . . , ) an expansion
ofM to a countable language. Then Th(A, n)n∈ is locally interpreted in the model
of the second order arithmetic (,SSy(M, . . .)).
In the case when A = (M,N) and N is nonstandard, the induction axiom for N
corresponds to ‘strength’ of N and we obtain,
Theorem 3.13. LetM  PA be nonstandard andN a proper strong initial segment
ofM , then Th(M,N, n)n∈N is locally interpreted in (N,SSyN (M ), n)n∈N .
Clearly these are powerful techniques: Theorem 3.12 showing that these local
interpretations apply to other expansions of (M,) (something that might have
been observed from the proof of Proposition 3.6 above); and Theorem 3.13 showing
that local interpretations apply to other cuts other than . Both these results are
important and their consequences should be investigated, but as they take us away
from our original questions concerning (M,), we shall not take this any further
here.
1Fractur symbols used here correspond to those in Schmerl’s paper.
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§4. The standard systems of M and (M,). This section is devoted to applica-
tions of the interpretations given earlier for SSy(M,). A sample question is
Question 4.1. Characterize the countable Scott sets that arise as SSy(M,) for
some nonstandard modelM  PA.
Definition 4.2. Given a Scott setX , Def(,X ) is the set of deﬁnable subsets
of , deﬁnable with parameters in (,X ). Similarly, Rep(,X ) is the set of
0-deﬁnable subsets of , i.e., deﬁnable without parameters.
Theorem 4.3. For a nonstandard model M  PA, we have SSy(M,) =
Def(,SSy(M )).
Proof. Given A¯ ∈ SSy(M ) and (x, A¯) deﬁning some B ∈ Def(,SSy(M ))
we have B = {n ∈  : (M,)   (n, a¯)}, where a¯ codes A¯. Conversely, for
C ∈ SSy(M,) deﬁned by (x, a¯, ), the set C is deﬁned in (,SSy(M )) by
k(x,Aa¯k, ) for some suﬃciently large standard k. 
The argument above shows Rep(M,) = Rep(,SSy(M )) when Th(M ) is in
Rep(,SSy(M )). Note that, even if no parameters a¯ are required in the deﬁnition
of C ∈ SSy(M,), to show C ∈ Def(,SSy(M )) in general seems to require a
parameter A∅k for the Σk-theory ofM .
The following corollary is of interest since it is not a priori obvious that end-
extensions preserve the more complicated notion of standard system SSy(−, ) for
the languageL cutA .
Corollary 4.4. If M ≺e K  PA and M is nonstandard then SSy(M,) =
SSy(K,).
Proof. Use the facts that SSy(M ) = SSy(K), SSy(M,) = Def(,SSy(M ))
and SSy(K,) = Def(,SSy(K)). 
It is worth contrasting this with the following result that shows coﬁnal -
elementary extensions do not preserve -standard systems, answering a question
by Kossak.
Proposition 4.5. IfM  PA is nonstandard and countable and for some uncount-
able X ⊆ P() we have (,SSy(M )) ≺ (,X ), then there is some countable
M ≺cf K such that (M,) ≺ (K,) and SSy(M,)  SSy(K,).
Proof. LetM be as given and (,SSy(M )) ≺ (,X ) withX uncountable. Let
A ∈ X \Def(,SSy(M )), which exists by countability, and let (,Y ) ≺ (,X )
where Y is countable and contains A, all B ∈ X , and all complete types tpM (a¯)
realized in M . Now let K ′ be a countable recursively saturated model of Th(M )
with standard system SSy(K ′) = Y . Then by standard methods [4] there is an
elementary embedding of M into K ′. We take K to be the initial segment of K ′
determined byM , soM ≺ K by Gaifman’s splitting theorem and SSy(K) = Y .
As A ∈ SSy(K) we have A ∈ SSy(K,) \ Def(,SSy(M )), and as (,X ) ≺
(,Y ) we have SSy(M,)  SSy(K,) by Theorem 3.10. 
Of course the hypotheses of the Proposition 4.5 apply in a large number of
cases: for any uncountable Scott set X there is a countable M  PA with
(,SSy(M )) ≺ (,X ), by the downward Lo¨wenheim–Skolem Theorem and
Scott’s characterization of Scott sets. Also, if a countableM is given where SSy(M )
is a -model then (,SSy(M )) ≺ (,P()).
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Theorem 4.3 reduces the question of understanding the standard systems
SSy(M,) to understanding second order deﬁnability in (,SSy(M )), especially in
the case where the full comprehension axiom scheme is not true. Thus Question 4.1
can be viewed entirely as a question about Scott sets. This in turn involves under-
standing quantiﬁcation over sets in SSy(M ). It is not obvious at this stage whether
this question might be solved best in the context of models of arithmetic or as a
question of recursion theory or second order arithmetic, and in general it appears
to be quite diﬃcult.
For the remainder of this section then, we will quote the necessary conditions
known for the question, and aim to give more straightforward examples and appli-
cations of Theorem 4.3 in a case where quantiﬁcation over the Scott set can be
grounded in an arithmetic way.
Quantiﬁcation over  is obviously available in (M,) so the following result
clearly holds.
Proposition 4.6. Let M  PA be nonstandard. Then SSy(M,) is a Scott set
closed under jump.
In the case whenM  Th(N) slightly more can be said.
Proposition 4.7 (Kanovei [3]). When M  Th(N) is nonstandard Th(N) ∈
SSy(M,), i.e., SSy(M,) contains a set of Turing degree 0().
Proposition 4.7 was re-worked by Kaye, Kossak, and Wong [7], who showed the
following.
Proposition 4.8. Let M  PA be nonstandard in which  is a strong cut. Then
SSy(M,) is closed under the th jump operation a → a().
Propositions 4.6 and 4.7 show that SSy(M,) contains the arithmetic sets and, if
additionallyM  Th(N) then SSy(M,) contains all sets arithmetic in Th(N). The
following shows that the collection of arithmetic sets is SSy(M,) for someM .
Theorem 4.9. Let T be an arithmetic completion of PA and letX ⊆P() be the
set of arithmetic sets. Then the prime modelM = PT  T ofT has SSy(M,) =X .
Proof. We have easily that SSy(M ) = Rep(T ) ⊆ X ⊆ SSy(M,). It suﬃces
to show that each A ∈ SSy(M,) is arithmetic. Let (x, a¯, ) deﬁne A in (M,).
Translate this as k(x, A¯a¯k), an LII formula with parameters from SSy(M ). We
need to show that k(x, A¯a¯k) deﬁnes an arithmetic set in (,SSy(M )). To do this it
suﬃces to show how to handle set quantiﬁcation ∃X (x¯, X, B¯) inLII.
Recall that a setB ∈ SSy(M ) is coded by some b ∈M , and asM is prime, this b is
deﬁnable by some formula 
(v), i.e., b satisﬁes this formula andT  ∃!v 
(v). Thus,
to search over all such B it suﬃces to search for a formula 
 satisfying T  ∃!v 
(v)
and consider
B = {n ∈  : T  ∀v (
(v)→ ‘n ∈ v’)},
where ‘n ∈ v’ is the formula used (e.g., based on the Go¨del  function) to deﬁne
SSy(M ). This search can be done using an oracle for T . Thus, the quantiﬁer is
arithmetically computable. 
An easy relativization yields the following.
Theorem 4.10. Let A ⊆  and let T be a complete theory in the language LA
with a constant symbol a added, so that T extends PA plus the additional axioms
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‘n ∈ a’ ( for n ∈ A) and ‘n ∈ a’ ( for n ∈ A). Suppose also T is arithmetic in A.
Then the modelM = clM (a)  T consisting of all T -definable points in LA ∪ {a}
has SSy(M,) equal to the collection of sets arithmetic in A.
Thus, all Scott sets X that are ﬁnitely generated from a single A ∈ P() by
jump, the boolean operations and Turing reducibility are of the form SSy(M,) for
someM . In the special case whenX is so-generated from A ⊕ Th(N) (where ⊕ is
the recursive join of two sets), the theory T in Theorem 4.10 may obviously extend
Th(N), soX = SSy(M,) for someM  Th(N).
§5. Some questions. The current paper answers a large number of questions that
were raised while working on the previous paper by Kaye, Kossak, and Wong [7].
We conclude by listing some questions and conjectures that remain.
The main outstanding question is Question 4.1. Theorem 4.3 rephrases this as
a question about Scott sets in a way that is independent of nonstandard models.
In view of the evidence provided by the examples in Section 4, we would make the
following conjecture.
Conjecture 5.1. A countable Scott setX is SSy(M,) for someM  PA if and
only if X is closed under jump. It is SSy(M,) for someM  Th(N) if and only if
X is closed under jump and additionally contains 0().
The conditions are necessary, and examples of Scott sets SSy(M,) with hardly
any extra closure properties are given in Theorem 4.10.We do not have an analog of
Theorem 4.10 for Scott sets closed under theth jump operation that yields models
in which  is strong. Thus, the evidence is somewhat weaker for the following.
Conjecture 5.2. A countable Scott set X is SSy(M,) for some M  PA in
which  is strong if and only ifX is closed under the th jump, a → a().
Proposition 4.8 shows the necessity of the condition here.
Question 5.3. Characterize the countable Scott sets that arise as Rep(M,) for
some nonstandard modelM  PA.
Kanovei [3] answered this question for Th(N). One might conjecture that the
answer for PA is the same as that conjectured for SSy(M,), i.e., those Scott sets
closed under jump. Our results (in particular the proof of Theorem 4.3) give some
partial information. In the casewhenM is recursively saturated, this shows that each
set in Rep(M,) is deﬁnable in (,SSy(M )) where T = Th(M ) ∈ SSy(M ) is the
only parameter required. (In the case whenM is not recursively saturated, various
parameters Σn–Th(T ) for the Σn theory of T may be required.) The problem
of characterizing Rep(M,) appears to have a diﬀerent ﬂavor to the work here,
requiring some diagonalization or other techniques to deﬁne sets without the use
of parameters and is left for further work.
Finally, the work above goes some way to explain the ideas of full and semi-full
models and connect these to the comprehension axioms. In particular, we have seen
that not every model is semi-full, and for these models no single formula  ofL cutA
deﬁnes all sets in SSy(M,). On the other hand, in a full model the formula obtained
from the Go¨del  function does indeed deﬁne all sets in SSy(M ) = SSy(M,). The
situation is somewhat unsatisfactory as we have no other examples of semi-full
models.
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Question 5.4. Do there exist countable models M  PA which are semi-full but
not full?
This question would seem to require a criterion that one could use to show a
model is semi-full. Other that using the deﬁnition directly, we do not know any such
criterion. A positive answer to the following question, if such an answer could be
found (something that seems unlikely) might help signiﬁcantly.
Question 5.5. Does the converse to Proposition 3.3 hold? I.e., is every M  PA
with (,SSy(M,))  CA0 semi-full?
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